REFERENCE LETTER

The Ministry of Energy issues this Reference Letter to Chimcomplekt Engineering Company to certify that the Company has been selected as a contractor-consultant to perform Contract BG161PO003-2.3.03-0001/Se-12/23.01.2015 between the Ministry of Energy and "Chimcomplekt- Engineering" AD for the award of public procurement with subject "Design, Authors Supervision and Consulting Activities for project „Interconnection Gas Pipeline Bulgaria-Serbia on the Bulgarian territory”, financed by the European Union - European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and Operational Programme “Development of the Competitiveness of the Bulgarian Economy” 2007-2013.

Parameters of the project – linear part and above ground installations (AGI): capacity 1.8 bcm/y, maximum working pressure (MOP) = 5.4 MPa, length - 62.18 km, diameter Ø711mm, AGI - 6 Black valve Stations, 2 units - Launch-Receiver + pigging equipment Stations, 1 (one) Gas Measuring Station and 2 (two) Automation Gas Distribution Stations (AGDS).

The Contract covers the following activities:
- Development of Detailed Arrangement (Spatial) Plan – Parcel Plan – phase Final design;
- Performing the necessary coordination procedure and approval of the Detailed Arrangement (Spatial) Plan – Parcel Plan – phase Final design;

Chimcomplekt Engineering Company performed Detailed Arrangement (Spatial) Plan – Parcel Plan – phase Final design, which was approved by the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works by Order RD-02-15-16/13.11.2015, published in State Gazette issue 90/2015.

- Preparation of the necessary documentation, organization and performing of the procedure for Land acquisition for plots of the above ground installations and right of way – servitude on the linear part of the gas pipeline;
- Development of Investment project – phase Technical design: coordination procedure with the Assignor, competent Authorities, Operators and other concerned parties, as well as with the Consultant of the Project under Article 166, paragraph 1 of the Law on Spatial Planning (LSP).

The Investment project – Technical Design was developed and coordinated by the competent Authorities, service operators and other third party entities. Consultant of the project Control Engineering Co. prepared and issued Assessment of Compliance for the Technical Design under Article 166, par.1 of LSP sent by Letter No E-91-00-01/11.11.15.

- Preparation of Environmental Management plan during the Construction and operation of the gas pipeline, which was coordinated by the Ministry of Environment and Water and Regional Environment and Water Inspection - Sofia.

Performing the project Chimcomplekt Engineering Company proved that its competent qualified staff with large specific experience and responsibility has the potential to develop and submit contract duties for such a project of national importance.

This Letter of Reference may be presented by the Company to different Tenders and Competitions.
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